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The ocean a future 

               The ocean a refuge for creation, a beauty. makes me wonder every time 
who designed such a perfect architecture, with every piece fitting perfectly 
together. The ocean is place people once seen as indestructible, but that is 
changing. Nature is turning its back on the same people it used to protect. climate
change is slowly making the ocean inhabitable for the creatures it harbors and on 
top of that, man himself what if there was a way out. The ocean plays a great role 
in the wellbeing of our planet so, the ocean is our future; the ocean is a savior 
from earths doom and that’s if we see it as a way out. how healthy our ocean is 
directly relates to how healthy our Planet will be. Let me tell you a story about the
Philippine island their love for the ocean. It’s a sad one.

The economy of the Philippine island largely dependent on the ocean. In other 
words, they eat from the ocean. Once men will go out fishing and come back with 
enough fish than they can carry but that has changed men will go out for hours, 
days n will barely even see a fish. This makes me ask the question what 
happened. There was enough fish before technology came and increased fishing 
output for big fishing companies. We can literally say the ate all the food and 
forgot to keep what they had to eat the next day. We get waste pilling up on the 
beaches, pollution. All these have made the ocean hell for creature who once saw
it as heaven. Some die, some just go looking a better place.

Did I tell you the people of this island also harvest sea vegetation which they sell 
or eat, that is now changing. With the emission of chemicals by factories that end 
up the ocean, it is becoming acidified. Vegetation that have grown for hundreds 
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of years giving the ocean floor a beautiful view and when harvested serves as 
food for the Philippines now dies away with matter of hours. Now a people who 
were once friends with the ocean relaying on it for food and depending on it for 
economic growth are now becoming a poor and hungry people and diving into 
and economic depression

            Did the ocean turn its back on them? The answer is no. the ocean is 
polluted because man once thought the ocean was too big and could contain as 
much waste as the planet produces. The ocean is now saturated with chemicals 
and non-biodegradable waste killing sea creatures which produces oxygen that 
can reverse amount of carbon dioxide man himself has chocked his planet in.

       To conclude I will like to say the planet is heading toward a disaster man 
himself caused and healing our sick ocean is healing our planets future. Removing 
the non-biodegradable waste that has infested the surface of the ocean and DE 
acidifying the ocean   will save our future. Our the future of the ocean is our 
future too if we heal the ocean we heal our future too.
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